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Residential downlights are becoming more common in both new construction 
and remodeling. Their clean, low-profi le appearance and the impression that 
they provide high-quality lighting appeal to many consumers. Since 1980, the 
trend in residential new construction and remodeling has been to install recessed 
downlights as the predominant luminaire. The average number of downlights 
per home varies widely; some homes have none while others have as many as 
100 or more (Banwell and Figueiro 2002). It is commonplace to fi nd as many 
as 30 to 40 downlights installed in moderate-sized (1800–3000 square feet) new 
homes, and 80 to 90 installed in larger (3100–5000 square feet) homes. One-
third of the downlights in a home are typically installed in the kitchen (Simino-
vitch and Page 2003). 

Luminaires may be categorized in four ways: commodity-grade residential; 
specifi cation-grade residential; commodity-grade commercial; or specifi cation-
grade commercial.

Size, cost, materials, and the information provided by the manufacturer dis-
tinguish residential downlights from commercial downlights. Luminaire quality 
and cost distinguish commodity grade from specifi cation grade. Higher-end resi-
dences typically use specifi cation-grade luminaires because they offer more aim-
ing choices than commodity grade, they accept more accessories such as louvers 
and spread lenses, and they integrate better quality refl ector design. Residential 
environments are assumed to be less harsh than commercial environments; there-
fore, the materials need not be as rugged, usually resulting in lighter weight and 
lower cost. Manufacturers provide limited testing and product services for com-
modity-grade residential luminaires compared to the extensive photometric data 
and services that are usually available for specifi cation-grade residential as well as 
commodity- and specifi cation-grade commercial luminaires. Photometric data 
enable consumers to obtain information about the active power of the lamp and 
ballast, light distribution, and the effi ciency of the luminaire, thus helping them 
to make educated purchase decisions (NLPIP 1999b).

Considering the claimed higher effi cacy and reduced maintenance provided 
by compact fl uorescent lamp (CFL) technology compared to incandescent, CFL 
downlights are the logical downlight of choice. Yet in 2001, the existence of 
CFLs in residential buildings accounted for only 2% of all light sources (Navi-
gant 2002), and a study conducted in 2000 showed that only 0.4% of recessed 
downlights used CFLs (U.S. Census Bureau 2003). Of the 400 million down-
lights installed in homes today, nearly all use incandescent lamps. 

This report presents photometric, electrical, and thermal performance data 
for selected CFL residential downlights. Lamps using a mogul, medium, or other 
screw base are not included in this report because they are not eligible to earn 
ENERGY STAR® approval under version 4.0 of the program’s Residential Light-
ing Fixture Specifi cation. Information on spacing criterion and glare, common 
to both commercial and residential luminaires, can be found in Specifi er Reports: 
CFL Downlights (NLPIP 1995). Information on color, horizontal and vertical 
illuminance, and total harmonic distortion (THD) can be found in Specifi er 
Reports: Energy-Effi cient Ceiling-Mounted Residential Luminaires (NLPIP 1999b).

Conventional recessed downlights can waste energy in several ways. Incan-
descent (A) lamps, refl ector (R) lamps, and parabolic aluminized refl ector (PAR) 
lamps require 60–100 watts (W) each at an average effi cacy of only 14 lumens 
per watt (lm/W). Each incandescent lamp has a life of 750–2000 hours (h). 
A luminaire that is not airtight, allowing conditioned air to migrate or leak 
into unconditioned spaces such as attics, can contribute to increased heating 
and cooling costs. The effi cacy of CFLs is up to fi ve times that of incandescent 
lamps—65–80 lm/W. At 10,000–12,000 h, a CFL’s life is approximately ten 
times greater. While CFL downlights theoretically have the potential to save 

Introduction
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energy over their incandescent counterparts, they have not been well received in 
residential applications for several reasons. CFL downlights:

are more expensive than incandescent downlights;
have had limited availability compared to incandescent downlights;
have been unreliable due to premature ballast failures;
have exhibited poor color rendering and poor light output compared to 
incandescent lamps;
have been diffi cult to service because of inaccessible ballasts due to lumi-
naire design;
are more diffi cult to dim, requiring additional wiring and components.

When the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (US EPA) Residential 
Light Fixture Specifi cation Version 4.0 and California’s Title 24 Energy Effi ciency 
Standards were revised in October 2005, insulated ceiling-rated (IC) and air-
tight-rated (AT) CFL downlights became the pre-eminent recommendation for 
energy-effi cient residential downlights in insulated ceilings. Important issues for 
homeowners choosing luminaires are how much light the downlight produces 
and how often the homeowner will have to replace the lamp. Elevated tempera-
tures also play an important role in light output and ballast reliability. If the 
ballast fails, the homeowner may face a bigger problem than just lamp replace-
ment. This report addresses those issues and evaluates a sampling of ENERGY 
STAR-qualifi ed ICAT luminaires (as listed on the ENERGY STAR product list 
dated February 2006).

•
•
•
•

•

•

What does it mean to be airtight in accordance with ASTM E283?

ASTM Active Standard E283-04 is titled: Standard Test Method for Determining 

Rate of Air Leakage Through Exterior Windows, Curtain Walls, and Doors Under 

Specifi ed Pressure Differences Across the Specimen. Therefore, ASTM E283 is a 

window and door leakage measurement standard that was adapted for use with 

recessed downlights. Since ENERGY STAR 4.0 and Title 24 require fi xtures that 

are IC-rated to also be AT-rated, in order to be certifi ed airtight both ENERGY 

STAR 4.0 and Title 24 state:  “… housing must have leakage less than 2.0 cubic 

feet per minute (CFM) at 75 pascals (Pa) or 1.57 lb/ft² when tested in accor-

dance with ASTM E283 and shall be sealed with a gasket or caulk.” Pascal is the 

International System of Units (SI) unit of pressure or stress. The threshold is set at 

2.0 CFM with a fi xed pressure of 75 pascal pressure differential across the hous-

ing. This equates to a 25 mph wind speed.

The IC rating originated as part of the Washington State code to promote energy-

effi cient building envelopes. The State of Washington introduced the Reduced 

Air-Leakage Requirement into the energy codes in 1992 because of concerns of 

moisture-laden air from conditioned space being introduced into cold attics, thus 

causing condensation that leads to roof and ceiling damage. A side benefi t of the 

requirement is reduced energy use. Beginning with the 1995 Model Energy Code 

(which became the International Energy Conservation Code in 1998), subsequent 

national codes have adopted the requirement (including 39 states as of 2007). 
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California’s Title 24 Specifi cations
Unlike ENERGY STAR, compliance with Title 24 is mandatory in the State of 
California for new construction, remodeling, or any activity requiring a building 
permit. Updates to the requirements for residential lighting in California’s Title 24 
Energy Effi ciency Standards (CEC 2005) took effect in October 2005, the same 
time as ENERGY STAR 4.0 specifi cations. 

The requirements of Title 24 specifi cations overlap with ENERGY STAR 4.0 in 
several areas with regard to recessed CFL downlights. Like ENERGY STAR, the lu-
minaires must employ dedicated, pin-based lamps using high-effi ciency electronic 
ballasts. Downlights that are rated for insulated ceilings must be approved for 
zero-clearance insulation contact (IC) by an OSHA Nationally Recognized Testing 
Laboratory; and they must be airtight (AT) according to ASTM E283 and sealed 
with a gasket or caulk (ASTM 2004). The luminaire components also must satisfy 
minimum effi cacy requirements; however, the Title 24 minimum effi cacy require-
ment only considers the lamp—not the lamp/ballast combination considered by 
ENERGY STAR 4.0.

ENERGY STAR
ENERGY STAR-qualifi ed homes are at least 15% more energy effi cient than homes 
built to the 2004 International Residential Code (IRC), a stand-alone residential 
code that provides minimum regulations for one- and two-family dwellings of three 
stories or less. The ENERGY STAR label is awarded to a home of three stories or 
less if it has been verifi ed to meet the US EPA’s guidelines for energy effi ciency.

Independent Home Energy Raters assist ENERGY STAR builder partners in choos-
ing the most appropriate energy-saving features for their homes. These features 
include effective insulation, high performance windows, tight construction and 
ducts, effi cient heating and cooling systems, and lighting and appliances. Raters 
conduct onsite testing and inspection to verify a home’s qualifi cation for the 
ENERGY STAR label.

Updates to the stringent requirements for residential lighting by the US EPA’s 
ENERGY STAR Version 4.0 specifi cation (US EPA 2005) took effect in October 
2005. The goal of ENERGY STAR 4.0 is to encourage consumers to use high-
quality, energy-effi cient technologies. While compliance is voluntary, builders un-
derstand that meeting ENERGY STAR specifi cations signifi es a considerably more 
effi cient, quality residence for their customers than a non-ENERGY STAR-qualifi ed 
home. ENERGY STAR-certifi ed lighting factors into the points needed to achieve 
an ENERGY STAR home rating. Presently, approximately 3500 builders of new 
homes in the United States build to ENERGY STAR specifi cations. 

The luminaires must employ dedicated, pin-based lamps using high-effi ciency 
electronic ballasts. Downlights that are rated for insulated ceilings must be ap-
proved for zero-clearance insulation contact (IC) by an Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA) Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratory (NRTL); 
they must be airtight (AT) according to ASTM E283 and sealed with a gasket or 
caulk (ASTM 2004). The luminaire components also must satisfy minimum effi cacy 
requirements, which consider the lamp-ballast combination.
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CFL luminaires may function as fi xed downlights, projecting emitted light 
downward onto a horizontal surface. They are also used as wallwashers, directing 
their distribution onto vertical surfaces.

Residential CFL downlights are characterized by a variety of components and 
operating features. Most downlights consist of a housing, lamp socket, CFL, bal-
last, and junction box for wiring to the electrical circuit (Figure 1). Several trim 
and performance features may be incorporated into baffl es, refl ectors, and lenses 
or diffusers.

Figure 1. Exploded view of a recessed CFL downlight

CFL Downlight Components 
and Operation
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Lamps

Lamp geometries include twin tube, double-twin tube (quad tube), and triple-
twin tube (triple tube) as well as some spiral confi gurations. Pin-based CFLs are 
commonly rated at 9, 13, 18, 26, 32, or 42 watts (W). Lamps are available as 
non-amalgam or amalgam. Non-amalgam lamps are more sensitive to tempera-
ture variations, while the more common amalgam lamps are more stable. Lamp 
performance is discussed in the section “Thermal Considerations” on page 10. 
The optimal position for light output and color maintenance is vertical base-up. 
However, horizontal orientation allows for a lower luminaire height, which may 
help in shallow plenums or places where vertical spacing is at a premium.

Apertures

Apertures can be round or square with nominal aperture diameters of 4, 5, 6, 
or 7 inches (in.), for round models. The aperture size infl uences the number of 
holes needed in the ceiling to provide a desired target illuminance. Larger aper-
tures will accommodate larger lamp sizes and larger “pools” of light.

Ballasts

Ballasts have transitioned from the former core-and-coil magnetic type, which 
were heavier and noisier (humming), to the newer electronic type, which are 
lighter and quieter. Electronic ballasts are more energy effi cient than magnetic 
ballasts because they operate at higher frequencies and have lower heating (I²R) 
losses.

Depending on the type of ballast used, some luminaires can be dimmed. Bal-
lasts dim fl uorescent lamps by reducing the lamp current, and therefore save 
energy (and reduce energy costs). Most dimming ballasts are of the electronic 
variety, and some products on the market claim to dim reliably to as low as 
0.5–2.5% of full light output. The installed costs for these ballasts and their asso-
ciated control systems are higher than for non-dimming electronic ballasts.

Insulated ceilings save energy by minimizing heat loss and heat gain, thus reduc-
ing a building’s heating and cooling costs. Recessed luminaire housings that are 
in direct contact with thermal insulation, such as the ceiling of the top fl oor 
of a house, must be IC-rated. Non-IC-rated housings can be used away from 
insulation, such as the fi rst fl oor ceiling of a two-story home, and basement 
ceilings. IC-rated housings are typically constructed of single wall aluminum, 
0.027–0.040 in. (0.69–1.02 mm) thick, to allow for heat dissipation and to 
reduce weight. Many are available in both new construction and remodel ver-
sions. Remodel, or retrofi t, luminaires are typically designed to allow installation 
through a new or existing ceiling cutout, rather than to the exposed framing of 
new construction. (Note: This report does not evaluate remodel luminaires.)

While airtight insulated ceiling housings save heating and cooling energy, the 
energy advantages of CFL downlights may be less than expected because of the 
impact of heat on CFL performance when enclosed in a luminaire. This is not 
the case for incandescent downlights.

CFL Downlight Installation
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CFL Downlight 
Performance

CFL downlights require ballasts, lamps, optics, and mechanical components, 
which together comprise the overall luminaire system. This system includes ther-
mal, electrical, and optical factors and is affected by the environment in which it 
operates; all of these factors can affect overall performance. CFL downlight per-
formance can be measured by light output, power, and effi cacy.

Thermal Considerations

Heat management is particularly important for CFL downlights. Heat can im-
pact the performance of both the lamp and ballast in a downlight. In ICAT-rated 
luminaires, airfl ow and heat dissipation are signifi cant issues. Incandescent lumi-
naires do not react adversely to temperature variations; CFLs, on the other hand, 
are very sensitive to ambient and local temperature fl uctuations.

Light Output
CFLs perform best at an optimal ambient temperature of 77 ±2°F (25 ±1°C). 
Deviation from this temperature can result in reduced light output. Figure 2 
shows the change in light output and active power as a function of the lamp’s 
bulb wall temperature, which is affected by ambient temperature. CFLs contain 
liquid and pellet-dosed mercury that settles at the coldest spot in the lamp. This 
cold spot controls the light output, power, and effi cacy of non-amalgam lamps. 
Other temperatures result in reduced mercury vapor pressure, which causes 
reduced light output. Lamp operating position also impacts light output. The 
mercury settles at a different location, resulting in a different temperature that 
leads to reduced light output when the lamp is mounted in a position other than 
base-up.

Exact shape of curves will depend on lamp and ballast type; however, all non-amalgam fl uorescent lamps have curves of the 
same general shape since this depends on mercury vapor pressure.

Figure 2. Typical fl uorescent lamp temperature characteristics

Source: Adapted from IES Handbook 9th ed. (Rea 2000)
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Amalgam lamps contain a mercury alloy that allows consistent light output over 
a wide range of temperatures and mitigates differences in light output based 
on the lamp’s operating position. With early amalgam products, the warm-up 
time was as long as 15 minutes to reach full light output. Using these amalgam 
lamps in rooms such as the kitchen where frequent switching may occur was not 
recommended. However, recent amalgam technologies have shown improved 
warm-up times.

IC-rated recessed luminaires, and to a lesser extent non-IC rated recessed 
luminaires, may have lower light output due to lamp operation above their op-
timum temperature range. This occurs especially with non-amalgam lamps 26 
W and higher, even though required ballast temperature and UL housing tem-
perature requirements are met. Light output reduction in excess of 50% is pos-
sible with non-amalgam CFLs. The loss is typically closer to 20% with premium 
amalgam lamps (Figure 3).

Source: Adapted from IES Handbook 9th ed. (Rea 2000)

Figure 3. Comparison of relative light output vs. ambient temperature 
for two CFL designs in a base-up operating position

Ballast Case Temperature and Life
Ballast life is usually several times longer than lamp life. Because ballasts are typi-
cally affi xed to luminaires, their failure can determine the life of the luminaire. 
When placed inside recessed downlights, the ballast case can reach very high 
temperatures, not only reducing the life of the capacitor, compromising ballast 
performance and causing premature luminaire failure, but also posing a fi re haz-
ard if the temperature is above the operating limit. Since heat has been found to 
be the predominant factor in premature ballast failure, and ICAT luminaires are 
most vulnerable to heat, ENERGY STAR ICAT-rated luminaires are subjected 
to stringent durability testing procedures. For that reason, the LRC developed 
durability testing procedures that include ballast case temperatures (LRC 2003); 
ENERGY STAR implemented these procedures in 2004. 

The maximum ballast case operating temperature limit of 194°F (90°C), 
specifi ed by Underwriters Laboratories (UL) UL 1598, is based on safety rather 
than ballast performance (UL 2004). To measure ballast case operating tempera-
ture for performance, the thermal probe location and the maximum allowable 
ballast case operating temperatures differ from those required in UL testing. In 
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general, the maximum allowable temperature for performance is lower than UL 
requirements. Some manufacturers specify a maximum ballast case operating 
temperature (tc) to ensure good product performance. Ballast manufacturers 
are beginning to provide the location of a hot spot on the ballast case where the 
temperature is measured and must not exceed a maximum recommended tem-
perature.

Optical Components

Luminaire accessories such as refl ectors, baffl es, and lenses provide optical con-
trol and glare reduction. 

Refl ector
A refl ector is a device used to redirect the fl ux from a light source by the process 
of refl ection. Refl ectors can be specular or diffuse. A specular refl ector has a 
highly polished surface, which refl ects and redirects the light from the lamps in a 
generally downward direction, at an angle equal to that of the incoming ray. Dif-
fuse refl ectors have a matte surface that refl ects light equally in all directions. 

Differences in both the apparent color of light and light output may also re-
sult from the refl ector chosen. Light emitted from a bronze fi nish refl ector will 
appear different than light emitted from the same lamp in a pewter fi nish refl ec-
tor. Clear specular or white refl ectors produce higher light output than darker refl ec-
tors. Refl ector design that allows for a deeply recessed lamp affects both the distribu-
tion of light and the resulting cutoff angle, a technique used to reduce glare.

Baffl e
A single opaque or translucent element that shields the direct view of a light 
source at certain angles, a baffl e absorbs or blocks unwanted light, or refl ects or 
redirects light. In luminaires, a baffl e can either replace the refl ector or be an in-
tegral part of the refl ector component located adjacent to the luminaire aperture.

Lens
A lens controls, or refracts, the distribution of light and offers more precise light-
ing control than a diffuser. In luminaires, a lens is a glass or plastic element that 
changes the direction and controls the distribution of light rays. A lens can be 
clear, frosted, or fresnel, which is a stepped fl at lens with a textured back that 
produces a smooth, soft-edged, defi ned beam of light. The lens can also act as a 
diffuser, which reduces intensity and potential glare from the luminaire. Whether 
a luminaire is lensed or unlensed alters the light output as well as the distribu-
tion. For more information, refer to Specifi er Reports: Energy-Effi cient Ceiling-
Mounted Residential Luminaires (NLPIP 1999b).

Effi cacy

The effi cacy (measured in lm/W) of a luminaire is the ratio of the luminaire’s 
light output divided by the active power of the luminaire for a particular lamp-
ballast system. The effi cacy can be based on actual measurements of the lumi-
naire’s light output and active power. Effi cacy can also be approximated as fol-
lows based on manufacturers’ published data for the lamp, ballast, and luminaire.

effi cacy = lamp light output × ballast factor × luminaire effi ciency 
active power

The effi cacy of the luminaire is always lower than effi cacy of the lamp because 
the luminaire absorbs some light. For fl uorescent lamps, effi cacy of the luminaire 
is also affected by the lamp operating position and the ambient temperature near 
the lamp, which is infl uenced by the luminaire. 
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Lamp Light Output
When selecting a downlight, an important consideration is how much light is 
needed. The light output from the lamp is the starting point. This information 
can be found on lamp packaging or in manufacturers’ catalogs. The light output 
is determined by standard testing methods with the lamp operated in a base-up 
position (for single-ended lamps) or a horizontal position (for double-ended 
lamps). With the lamps operating at 77 ±2°F (25 ±1°C) ambient temperature, 
measurements are obtained using a reference ballast (except for self-ballasted CFLs). 
Changes in lamp position and ambient temperature affect lamp light output.

Ballast Factor
The light output of a fl uorescent lamp varies, depending on the particular bal-
last used. Ballast factor is defi ned as the ratio of a fl uorescent lamp’s light output 
(operated by a particular ballast) to the light output of the same lamp operated 
by a reference ballast. For example, when a 26-W CFL is operated on a refer-
ence ballast, its rated light output is 1800 lm. When this lamp is operated on 
commercial ballast “X,” its light output might be 1674 lm. When operated on 
commercial ballast “Y,” its light output might be 1584 lm. Thus, ballast “X” has 
a ballast factor of 0.93 (1674 lm/1800 lm), and ballast “Y” has a ballast factor of 
0.88 (1584 lm/1800 lm). Typical values of ballast factor range from 0.8 to 1.2. 
Ballast factors outside this range could result in damage to the lamp and result in 
shorter lamp life. 

Active Power
Active power is the input power (measured in W) of the lamp-ballast combina-
tion used in the luminaire. The active power is usually reported in ballast cata-
logs and includes the lamp power and the power of the ballast. Since the lamp 
power is infl uenced by the lamp’s operating temperature, the active power of the 
lamp-ballast combination will also be affected by temperature.

Luminaire Effi ciency
Luminaire effi ciency is the ratio of the light output emitted by a luminaire to 
the light output emitted by the lamp-ballast combination (Rea 2000). Lumi-
naire effi ciency indicates how much of the lamp’s light output the luminaire’s 
optical system directs out of the luminaire. However, luminaire effi ciency does 
not quantify the luminaire’s ability to deliver light to a desired location such as 
a task area or object. A different measure of luminaire performance, called the 
“coeffi cient of utilization,” addresses the delivery of light to a specifi c plane. “Ap-
plication effi cacy” discusses the delivery of light to specifi c solid angles (see the 
sidebar, “Application Effi cacy,” on this page).

Luminaire effi ciency is obtained from standard photometry testing, which 
specifi es the use of a goniophotometer in a black room with a 77 ±2°F (25 ±1°C) 
ambient temperature. To measure luminaire effi ciency, the luminaire is fi rst 
installed in the goniophotometer in the same position that it would occupy 
in practice. The luminaire’s light distribution and total light output are then 
measured. Next, the lamp or lamps are taken out of the luminaire and installed 
in the goniophotometer in the same position as inside the luminaire, using the 
same ballast. Luminaire effi ciency is then calculated as the ratio of the total light 
output from the luminaire to the total light output from the bare lamp(s), ex-
pressed as a percentage.

Variations in ambient temperatures may affect the luminaire’s light output, 
and therefore its effi ciency. However, the use of an amalgam lamp minimizes this 
effect. Luminaire effi ciency is not usually measured in an elevated temperature 
environment, which would likely reduce the luminaire effi ciency.

Application Effi cacy
A successful lighting applica-
tion must deliver light where it is 
needed. Light that is absorbed by 
the luminaire or directed into areas 
other than where needed is wasted. 
Application effi cacy (AE) mea-
sures the effectiveness with which 
a luminaire delivers light to those 
locations where it is needed to meet 
the design objectives. AE is defi ned 
for a luminaire, or lamp used as a 
luminaire, as the average luminous 
fl ux within a specifi c solid angle per 
unit power. It is measured in lumens 
(lm) per steradian (sr), or intensity 
in candelas (cd) per watt (W) (Rea 
and Bullough 2001). 
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Performance Evaluations The goal of NLPIP’s evaluation was to gain a better understanding of the effects 
of an elevated temperature environment on system performance. This section 
discusses evaluation methods and provides a detailed description of the testing 
procedures for photometric, electrical, and temperature measurements used for 
the primary tests, as well as a description of supplementary pilot testing. The 
goal of the fi rst pilot test (accessories test) was to study the effects on effi cacy 
of the luminaire using different trims, baffl es, and lenses. The purpose of the 
second pilot test (screwbase lamps test) was to study the effi cacy of a screwbase 
ICAT luminaire with different types of lamps installed. The report concludes 
with a discussion of the evaluation results.

Evaluation Methodology

In February 2006, NLPIP evaluated pin-based compact fl uorescent recessed 
downlights that were qualifi ed under ENERGY STAR 4.0. The products selected 
were all ICAT-rated downlights and were intended for operation in an elevated 
temperature environment.

NLPIP tested 13 ICAT luminaires from the ENERGY STAR-qualifi ed prod-
ucts list. While products from all eligible manufacturers were selected, products 
that were not yet in production were not included in this report. NLPIP pur-
chased two samples of each product through distributors and tested one sample. 
NLPIP selected ICAT downlight combinations with the most common features 
available to test for this report. These features included: 

26-W CFL
non-dimmable ballast
nominal 6 in. round aperture
white refl ector and baffl e
new construction-type luminaire
fi xed downlight (no tilt adjustment)

For testing, NLPIP chose a pin-based amalgam CFL that was compatible with 
all chosen luminaires. An amalgam lamp was selected because the light output 
of amalgam lamps is more stable with respect to temperature than non-amalgam 
lamps (Figure 3). After seasoning the lamp for 100 h, NLPIP determined its 
light output on a reference ballast using an integrating sphere. A second lamp, 
also seasoned and its light output determined, served as a backup.

Prior to installing the chosen luminaires in their test setups, NLPIP measured 
ballast case temperatures with each ballast removed from its luminaire and oper-
ating a lamp on a test rack. This was accomplished for comparison with ballast 
case temperatures measured with the luminaires operating in an insulated ceiling 
test apparatus. 

•
•
•
•
•
•
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NLPIP Testing Procedure

Temperature Test Box
To provide the thermal environment for testing ICAT luminaires, NLPIP con-
structed wooden temperature test boxes in accordance with UL 1598 to simulate 
typical worse-case conditions used by manufacturers for safety testing. This man-
ner of testing standardized the evaluation method for all luminaires.

Figure 4 shows the test box specifi cations adapted from a diagram in UL 
1598. The test boxes were constructed of 0.5-in. (1.3 cm) thick plywood pan-
els with open tops. A hole in the bottom of each test box accommodated the 
luminaire apertures. The sides of each test box were 8.5 in. (21.6 cm) from the 
nearest part of each lamp housing or heat producing part. The boxes were fi lled 
8.5 in. (21.6 cm) above the highest point on each luminaire with loose cellulose 
insulation; no compacting procedure was applied.

Figure 4. Temperature test box detail

Adapted from UL 1598 (UL, 2004)

Temperature Measurements
NLPIP measured the ballast case temperature of each luminaire for two condi-
tions: open-air and elevated temperature. The temperature was measured with 
type J thermocouples affi xed to specifi c locations on each ballast case. In most 
cases, manufacturers’ labels indicated the thermocouple locations. For those bal-
lasts lacking a label location, NLPIP determined the thermocouple location from 
the appropriate NEMA/ALA ballast matrix (NEMA 2005; 2006a; 2006b). Ther-
mocouples were soldered directly to metal ballast cases or melted into the surface 
of plastic ballast cases at the specifi ed locations.

Open-air measurements were performed with the ballasts removed from the 
luminaires and operating bare lamps on a test rack for a minimum of 8 h to al-
low their temperatures to stabilize. The elevated temperature environment was 
provided by the test boxes fi lled with cellulose insulation. The luminaires were 
installed in the integrating fl ux meter and operated for a minimum of 8 h to allow 
for thermal and photometric stabilization. NLPIP recorded the ambient and ballast 
case temperatures immediately prior to taking the photometric measurements.
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Photometric Measurements
In order to measure the light output, or total luminous fl ux, emitted from the 
luminaires while installed in their temperature test boxes, NLPIP constructed 
an integrating fl ux meter. After the test boxes were operated for 8 h, they were 
mounted to the center of this apparatus on a rotating post. As shown in Figure 5, 
a photometer head was attached to the end of a long arm, which rotated around 
the test boxes. The test box mounting post, photometer arm, and all necessary 
hardware were mounted to an aluminum framework inside a small room. A 
computer and controlling electronics were located just outside the room along 
with the power supply and measurement equipment for the luminaire.

Figure 5. Integrating fl ux meter

During the test, the arm rotated the photometer head in complete circles 
around the test box on the surface of an imaginary sphere. At the same time, the 
vertical support rotated the test box through a complete circle. In this way, the 
photometer head measured the light output over the entire surface of the imagi-
nary sphere. The photometer head measured the illuminance with a sampling 
rate of 2000 readings per second. The illuminance measurements were then inte-
grated over the surface area of the sphere to obtain the luminous fl ux. For a more 
complete discussion of the principles involved, see CIE Technical Report 84, 
“The Measurement of Luminous Flux” (CIE 1989).
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Electrical Measurements
Figure 6 shows the power supply and measurement circuit used for testing the 
luminaires. NLPIP operated the luminaires following the guidelines in IESNA 
LM-41-98. Specifi cally, the input voltage to each ballast was controlled to within 
0.2% of the rated value (120 ±0.24 V). 

Prior to beginning the photometric test procedure, NLPIP recorded the sys-
tem voltage, current, power, and power factor, taking these measurements on the 
input side of the ballast with a power meter. The measured system power and the 
light output obtained from the integrating fl ux meter were used to calculate the 
effi cacy for each luminaire.

Figure 6. Power supply and measurement circuit
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Results

Ballast Case Temperature
Figure 7 shows the ballast case temperatures recorded for the open-air and el-
evated temperature conditions. All recorded ballast case temperatures were below 
the manufacturers’ maximum recommended values, which are indicated by hori-
zontal dashed lines. The temperatures recorded with the luminaires installed in 
the test boxes averaged 85.1°F (29.5°C) higher than the open-air temperatures. 
As noted in the fi gure, Luminaire 6 was a two-lamp luminaire; the additional 
load of an extra lamp is likely a factor in the higher ballast case temperature for 
this luminaire.

1. Elite ES/B6PLIC/260E/120

2. Halo H272ICAT

3. Juno ICV6-126/32T-601

4. Juno ICPL626E

5. Lithonia L7XF/RECF

6. Lithonia CKP2

7. Lithonia LICF/RECF

8. Maxilume ES/HH6PLIC

9. NuTech RZ126

10. Prescolite IBX26ICAT

11. Progress P83-26ICAT

12. Thomas PS126

Figure 7. Ballast case temperature

Light Output
Figure 8 shows the light output results for the measured luminaires. NLPIP 
measured the light output of the test lamp under standard conditions, using a 
reference ballast (ANSI 1997, 2002, 2005; IEC 2000). The light output of the 
test lamp under the standard conditions measured 1627 lm. The reference light 
output for each combination of test lamp and ballast was determined by multi-
plying the light output measured under the standard conditions (1627 lm) by 
the ballast factor of the ballast used in each luminaire. NLPIP obtained the bal-
last factor from the manufacturer’s catalog or Web site. The dashed lines indicate 
these reference light output values for each luminaire. Each luminaire’s effi ciency 
is shown above its corresponding bar as a percentage of the reference value.
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Figure 8. Light output values

Effi cacy
NLPIP calculated the effi cacy of each luminaire by dividing the light output ob-
tained from the integrating fl ux meter by the input power to each luminaire, as 
measured by the power meter, as shown in Table 3. Input power was lower than 
rated power due to their enclosed environment—an insulated box. In all cases, 
therefore, measured power was lower than manufacturer-rated power. These ef-
fi cacies (Figure 9) ranged from 23.5–39.4 lm/W and had a calculated average of 
31.7 lm/W.

Figure 9. Effi cacy

1. Elite ES/B6PLIC/260E/120

2. Halo H272ICAT

3. Juno ICV6-126/32T-601

4. Juno ICPL626E

5. Lithonia L7XF/RECF

6. Lithonia CKP2

7. Lithonia LICF/RECF

8. Maxilume ES/HH6PLIC

9. NuTech RZ126

10. Prescolite IBX26ICAT

11. Progress P83-26ICAT

12. Thomas PS126

1. Elite ES/B6PLIC/260E/120

2. Halo H272ICAT

3. Juno ICV6-126/32T-601

4. Juno ICPL626E

5. Lithonia L7XF/RECF

6. Lithonia CKP2

7. Lithonia LICF/RECF

8. Maxilume ES/HH6PLIC

9. NuTech RZ126

10. Prescolite IBX26ICAT

11. Progress P83-26ICAT

12. Thomas PS126

The light output of the luminaires averaged 753 lm, which was 947 lm, or 44%, 
of the average reference light output of 1700 lumens. Because Luminaire 6 was a two-
lamp luminaire, its total light output was divided in half when plotted in Figure 8.
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Pilot Tests

NLPIP performed two pilot tests, the accessories test and the screwbase lamps 
test, to study other factors that could affect luminaire effi cacy. In the accessories 
test, NLPIP selected one of the luminaire models from the main study and de-
termined the effi cacy with various refl ectors, baffl es, and lenses attached to the 
luminaire. The trim was white in all cases. A similar pin-based amalgam lamp 
was used for this test, and the same test methods described for the primary study 
were employed. In the screwbase lamps test, the luminaire chosen was similar in 
construction to the compact fl uorescent luminaire used in the accessories test.

Accessories Test
In the fi rst pilot test, NLPIP used Luminaire 4, Juno model ICPL626E, with 
different refl ectors, baffl es, and lenses attached to the luminaire. Figure 10 shows 
three different views of each refl ector, baffl e, and lens. The fi rst view shows the 
refl ector, baffl e, or lens accessory installed in the luminaire, which was mounted 
inside a temperature test box with a mock fi nished ceiling board. The next two 
views show the accessory at different angles along with the lamp for size comparison.

Figure 10. Refl ectors, baffl es, and lenses for fi rst pilot test

Diffuse (refl ector) 
with white stepped baffl e

Diffuse (refl ector) 
with black stepped baffl e

Specular (clear refl ector)

Specular gold (refl ector)

 Specular (clear refl ector) 
with black stepped baffl e

Diffuse glass lens

Fresnel glass lens
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Figure 11 shows the ballast case temperatures during the accessories test. The 
fi rst condition, a white baffl e attached to the luminaire’s aperture, was the same 
condition used in the primary testing with Luminaire 4. The ballast case tem-
peratures for the various accessories ranged from 151.2–177.1°F (66.4–80.6°C). 
The highest ballast case temperatures in the testing occurred with lenses attached 
to the luminaire. However, all ballast case temperatures were below the manufac-
turer’s recommended maximum value. This particular luminaire did not allow 
lenses to be installed with other refl ectors or baffl es.

Figure 11. Ballast case temperatures—pilot test Juno model ICPL626E

Figure 12 shows the luminaire’s light output during the accessories test. The 
lamp used for this test was the same model used for the primary testing; its light 
output on the reference ballast was 1623 lm. The ballast used in this luminaire 
had a ballast factor of 1.10; therefore, the reference light output for this combi-
nation of test lamp and ballast was 1785 lm (1623 lm x 1.10). 

Figure 12. Light output
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Refl ectors with black step baffl es generally resulted in lower light output com-
pared to similar style refl ectors with white baffl es or with no baffl es. However, 
the black baffl e did not affect the light output of the specular refl ector as much 
as it did for the diffuse refl ector. The two lenses resulted in the lowest light out-
put from the luminaire (12% and 15% of the reference light output). The lenses 
are more restrictive in terms of allowing light to exit the luminaire, and they 
increase the ambient temperature near the lamp, which causes a decrease in light 
output at temperatures greater than 77°F (25°C).

Figure 13 shows the effi cacies of Juno model ICPL626E (Luminaire 4) with 
different refl ectors, baffl es, and lenses installed. As Figure 12 shows for light 
output, the effi cacy was lower for luminaires with black baffl es and for both 
lenses. The effi cacy with the clear refl ector was the highest of all the accessories, 
despite the fact that the light output was the same as for the diffuse refl ector with 
white baffl e (Figure 13). With the clear specular refl ector, the ballast operated at 
a lower temperature (Figure 11) and a lower power. These conditions most likely 
resulted in a lower lamp temperature as well. The lower power would typically 
result in lower light output; however, the combination of a lower lamp tempera-
ture and the greater optical effi ciency of the clear specular refl ector probably al-
lowed the light output from the luminaire to be the same as for the diffuse refl ec-
tor with white baffl e. With the same light output but lower power, the luminaire 
had a higher effi cacy with the clear specular refl ector.

Figure 13. Effi cacy—pilot test

Screwbase Lamps Test
For the second pilot test, the screwbase lamps test, NLPIP selected an ICAT 
luminaire with a screwbase socket intended for incandescent lamps and deter-
mined the effi cacy using various types of screwbase lamps. This luminaire was 
similar in construction to the compact fl uorescent luminaire used in the acces-
sories test. The lamps chosen were four 100-W incandescent lamps, two compact 
fl uorescent lamps, and a metal halide (MH) lamp. The incandescent lamps cho-
sen were an A lamp, a BR fl ood lamp, a halogen PAR 38 fl ood lamp, and a halo-
gen IR fl ood lamp. The compact fl uorescent lamps chosen were a 27-W spiral 
and a 19-W R40 fl ood lamp. They were chosen for their claimed equivalence 
to incandescent lamps. The 27-W spiral claimed equivalence to 100-W incan-
descent lamps; and the 19-W R40 fl ood lamp claimed that its light output was 
comparable to 85-W incandescent lamps. These lamps are shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Lamps used in this study

a) 26-W amalgam 
pin-based compact 
fl uorescent

b) 26-W non-amalgam 
pin-based compact 
fl uorescent

c) 100-W A-lamp
d) 100-W BR fl ood lamp
e) 100-W halogen PAR 38 

fl ood lamp
f) 100-W halogen IR fl ood 

lamp
g) 19-W screwbase 

compact fl uorescent 
refl ector lamp

h) 27-W screwbase 
compact fl uorescent 
spiral lamp

i) 25-W metal halide 
refl ector lamp

The light output values of the screwbase luminaire (Juno model IC2) with 
various screwbase lamps installed are shown in Figure 15. The dashed lines in-
dicate the lamp’s rated light output. For comparison, the rated light output of 
the pin-based amalgam and non-amalgam lamps are included. These lamps were 
tested using Juno model ICPL626E (Luminaire 4), which was very similar in con-
struction.

Effi cacies, as calculated from the lamps’ rated light output and rated power, 
are shown in Figure 16. As with rated light output, the calculated effi cacy of the 
luminaires using the pin-based amalgam and non-amalgam lamps are included 
for comparison.

Figure 15. Light output—screwbase luminaire

The results of this test show the performance that may be expected for different 
replacement options in this type of luminaire. In general, the effi cacy is much 
lower for the incandescent lamps compared to the other options. The effi cacies 
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of the luminaire using the refl ector lamps are much closer to their calculated 
values than the spiral CFL and the pin-based amalgam and non-amalgam lamps, 
which were triple-tube construction. This suggests that a large portion of the 
light generated by the spiral and triple-tube lamps is trapped by the luminaire 
in contrast to the refl ector lamps, which direct more of their light directly out 
of the luminaire. The measured light output of the fi ve refl ector lamps averaged 
94% of their open-air rated light output values, while the light output values of 
the remaining lamps averaged just 52% of their open-air rated values. The 19-W 
compact fl uorescent refl ector lamp performed better than its calculated effi cacy 
due to a lower power requirement (17.7 W), while its light output was 97% of 
its open-air rated value.

Figure 16. Effi cacy—screwbase luminaire
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Company Web site Telephone

Cooper Lighting www.cooperlighting.com (770) 486-4800

Elite Lighting www.iuseelite.com (877) 375-5555

Juno Lighting www.junolighting.com (847) 827-9880

Lithonia Lighting www.lithonia.com (770) 922-9000

Maxilume www.maxilume.com (877) 375-5555

NuTech Lighting www.nutechlighting.com (212) 541-7397

Prescolite www.prescolite.com (864) 599-6000

Progress Lighting www.progresslighting.com (864) 599-6000

Thomas Lighting www.thomaslighting.com (502) 420-9600

Table 2. Manufacturer Contact Information

Manufacturer/
Brand Name Product Number

Aperture
(in.)

Height
(in.)

Lamp

Input 
Voltage

(V)

Dimming 
Option

 

Photometric 
Report 

Supplied
Lamp 

Orientation Type a Socket

Rated 
Power b

(W)

Cooper Halo H272ICAT 6 7.00 V Quad, 
Triple, Twin Tube

G24q-3/
GX24-3 26 120 No No

Elite B6PLIC 6 7.25 V Triple Tube GX24q-3 26 120/277 Yes No

Juno ICPL626E c 6 7.50 V Triple Tube d GX24q-3 26 120 No No

Juno Aculux ICV6-126/32T-601 6 9.50 V Triple Tube GX24q-3 26/32 120/277 Yes e Yes

Lithonia L7XF RECF 6 7.38 V Quad,
Triple Tube GX24q-3 13/18/26 120 No No

Lithonia CKP62 6 7.38 V Triple Tube GX24q-3 (2) 26 120 No No

Lithonia LI6F RECF 6 7.38 V Triple Tube GX24q-3 26 120 Yes No

Maxilume HH6PLIC 6 7.75 H Quad, 
Triple, Twin Tube GX24q-3 26 120/277 Yes Yes

NuTech RZ126 6 4.25 H Quad, 
Triple Tube GX24q-3 26 120/277 Yes Yes

Prescolite IBX26ICAT 6 7.50 V Triple Tube G24q-3 26 120 No No

Progress P83-26ICAT 6 7.50 V Quad Tube G24q-3/
GX24q-3 26 120 No No

Thomas PS126 6 7.50 V Triple Tube GX24q-3 26 120 No No

Table 1. Manufacturer’s Data Tables for 26-watt Residential Recessed CFL ICAT Luminaires, ENERGY STAR-qualifi ed as of May 30, 2006

V = vertical; H = horizontal
a All lamps are 4-pin lamps
b Values provided by manufacturers’ specifi cation sheets
c Also available in remodel version
d Recommend GE or OSRAM SYLVANIA lamps only
e Not ENERGY STAR rated 
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Box 
# Manufacturer Model Description Ballast

Ballast 
factor

Lamp 
position

Ballast case 
temperature (°C) Active power (W) Luminaire

Open 
air

Insulated 
box Rated Measured

Light 
output 
(lm)

Efficacy 
(lm/W)

1 Elite B6PLIC/26E/120
Specular metal refl ector; 
white stepped baffl e; 
white trim

Robertson 
RSO126CQ120

0.96 V 35.7 60.3 25 21.1 832 39.4

2 Cooper Halo H272ICAT
Specular metal refl ector; 
white stepped baffl e; 
white trim

Universal 
CBT126L-120B

0.98 V 34.5 58.1 28 22.1 620 28.1

3 Juno Aculux ICV6-126/32T-601
Specular metal refl ector; 
white stepped baffl e; 
white trim

Universal 
ES-1-CFH-42/32/26-
120-G

1.02 V 39.8 65.0 28 25.5 599 23.5

4 Juno ICPL626E
Diffuse metal refl ector; 
white stepped baffl e; 
white trim

Advance 
RCF-2S26-M1-LS-QS

1.10 V 38.5 68.6 29 25.1 883 35.2

5 Lithonia L7XF RECF
White painted refl ector; 
white stepped baffl e; 
white trim

Advance 
RCF-2S26-M1-BS-QS

1.10 V 38.1 74.5 29 22.6 682 30.2

6* Lithonia CKP62
White painted refl ector; 
white stepped baffl e; 
white trim

Advance R
CF-2S26-M1-BS-QS

1.10 V 48.1 79.3 29 49.8 777 15.6

7 Lithonia LI6F26TRT120 RECF 
White painted refl ector; 
white stepped baffl e; 
white trim

Advance 
RCF-2S26-M1-BS-QS

1.10 V 39.8 66.4 29 24.3 772 31.7

8 Maxilume HH6PLIC
Specular metal refl ector; 
white stepped baffl e; 
white trim

Robertson 
RSO126CQ120

0.96 V 34.7 64.6 25 23.2 817 35.3

9 NuTech RZ126
White plastic refl ector; 
white stepped baffl e; 
white trim

Advance 
RCF-2S26-M1-BS-QS

1.10 H 40.6 73.0 29 24.8 795 32.1

10 Prescolite IBX26ICAT
White painted refl ector; 
white stepped baffl e; 
white trim

Advance 
RCF-2S26-M1-BS-QS

1.10 H 39.1 76.5 29 24.7 754 30.5

11 Progress P83-26ICAT
White painted refl ector; 
white stepped baffl e; 
white trim

Universal 
CBT126L-120S

0.98 V 35.4 62.8 28 24.1 766 31.8

12 Thomas PS126
Specular refl ector; 
white stepped baffl e; 
white trim

Universal 
CBT126L-120S

0.98 V 33.9 62.2 28 22.1 561 25.4

Table 3. Primary Testing Data

V = vertical; H = horizontal
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Table 4. Accessory Test, Juno ICPL626E*, 26-Watt Amalgam Pin-based Fluorescent Lamp

Accessory
Insulated box 

ballast case temperature 
(°C)

Active power 
(W)

Power factor

Luminaire

Light output 
(lm)

Efficacy
(lm/W)

Specular metal refl ector; 
white trim

66.4 24.7 0.993 948 38.4

Specular gold fi nish metal 
refl ector; white trim

68.3 24.4 0.993 919 37.8

Diffuse metal refl ector; white 
stepped baffl e; white trim

72.1 27.2 0.994 942 34.6

Specular metal refl ector; black 
stepped baffl e; white trim

71.8 26.7 0.993 846 31.6

Diffuse metal refl ector; black 
stepped baffl e; white trim

72.6 27.0 0.994 579 21.4

White trim; glass fresnel lens 80.6 23.7 0.992 271 11.4

White trim; diffuse glass lens 80.5 23.7 0.992 211 8.9

* - With 29-W ballast input power, 1.10 ballast factor, and 1710 lm lamp light output

Table 5. Screwbase Lamp Test, Juno IC2 with Diffuse Metal Refl ector, White Stepped Baffl e, and White Trim

Lamp Lamp rated light output 
(lm)

Active Power 
(W) Luminaire

Rated Measured Light output 
(lm)

Efficacy 
(lm/W)

100-W A lamp 1690 100 99.4 1055 10.6

26-W amalgam CFL* 1710 29 25.1 882.9 35.2

26-W non-amalgam CFL* 1710 29 25.2 850.2 33.8

27-W spiral SCFL 1850 27 21.8 870.9 40.0

100-W BR fl ood 935 100 98.9 921.8 9.3

100-W halogen PAR38 fl ood 1500 100 98.5 1316 13.4

100-W halogen IR fl ood 2070 100 99.9 1851 18.5

19-W refl ector SCFL 950 19 17.7 925.0 52.2

25-W metal halide 1220 25 24.2 1180 48.8

* - Tested in similar luminaire Juno ICPL626E with a pin-base lamp socket
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NLPIP has published several reports about other topics regarding residential 
downlights that are not detailed in this report. These issues and where to fi nd the 
in-depth information follow:

color: Two common parameters describe the color performance of a light source: 
correlated color temperature (CCT) and color rendering index (CRI). For more 
information, refer to Specifi er Reports: Energy-effi cient Ceiling-mounted Residential 
Luminaires, available at: www.lrc.rpi.edu/programs/NLPIP/PDF/VIEW/SR_
Res_Lum.pdf. 

glare: A CFL downlight has two possible sources of glare: the brightness of the 
lamp itself and the refl ection of the lamp on a refl ector surface, often referred to 
as “fl ashing.” For more information, refer to Specifi er Reports: CFL Downlights, 
available at: www.lrc.rpi.edu/programs/NLPIP/PDF/VIEW/SRCFL_DL.pdf.

screwbase CFLs: CFL products may be used to replace incandescent lamps in 
luminaires with medium screwbase sockets. For more information, refer to Speci-
fi er Reports: Screwbase Compact Fluorescent Lamp Products, available at: 
www.lrc.rpi.edu/programs/NLPIP/PDF/VIEW/SR_SB_CFL.pdf. 

spacing criterion (SC):  To achieve uniform illuminance on a horizontal plane, 
spacing criterion is used to estimate the maximum recommended luminaire spac-
ing. For more information, refer to Specifi er Reports: CFL Downlights, available at: 
www.lrc.rpi.edu/programs/NLPIP/PDF/VIEW/SRCFL_DL.pdf.

total harmonic distortion (THD): A measure of the degree to which the current 
waveform is distorted from sinusoidal, expressed as a percentage. For more infor-
mation, refer to Specifi er Reports: Screwbase Compact Fluorescent Lamp Products, 
available at: www.lrc.rpi.edu/programs/NLPIP/PDF/VIEW/SR_SB_CFL.pdf.

Further Information
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